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TECHNICAL DATA

ATO-31

AUTOMOTIVE
AIRCRAFT REMOVER

].DESCRIPTION AND USES

.PRODUCT APPLICATION

.

APPLICATION

®

Rust-Oleum Aircraft Remover is a fast acting remover
that strips finishes from metal automotive surfaces. Use
Aircraft Remover to quickly remove acrylics, lacquers,
polyurethane and baked enamels from automobiles and
trucks in 5 minutes which leaves a bare surface that is
ready to be primed or painted. Not recommended for use
on fiberglass, plastics, or any other synthetic surface. This
product is non-corrosive to all common metals under
normal exposure time. Protect hands with solvent-resistant
gloves and eyes with chemical splash goggles.
.PRODUCTS
18-ounce Spray
255449
248872

.

Remove or protect any portions of the vehicle not being
stripped. Mask seams and trim openings as this will
prevent bleed-back stripping of new finish. Shake well
before using. Hold can in an upright position and point
arrow on top of button away from you. Spray at a distance
of approximately 10-16" from surface. To avoid sagging on
vertical surfaces, use a back and forth motion to apply a
generous even coat. Limit work area to one section at a
time, such as a hood. Let the remover stand until finish is
completely blistered or softened completely, generally in
15 minutes. Remove paint with a flexible plastic scraper
and then flush with solvent or water to remove any residue.
Allow surface to dry before applying a new finish. The
metal should be primed as soon as possible to prevent
flash rust.

.
Description
Aircraft Remover
Aircraft Remover

NOTE: This product may not be compatible with all
surfaces and all conditions surrounding the application.
Before applying to any surface, always test product in a
small inconspicuous area to ensure no damage will result.
This product is not recommended for use on fiberglass,
plastics or any other synthetic surface. For best results,
apply at temperatures between 65-90°F (18-32°C) and
avoid direct sunlight or strong breezes.

CLOGGING
If the valve clogs, twist and pull off spray tip and rinse in a
solvent such as mineral spirits. Do not insert any object
into can valve opening.
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TECHNICAL DATA
AUTOMOTIVE ENAMEL SPRAY

PHYSICAL t
Physical Properties
Solvents

Aircraft Remover
Blend of Methanol, Ethanol, Methylene Chloride, Mineral Spirits, and Toluene

MIR

0.50 Max

Fill Weight

18 ounces

Shelf Life

5 years

Flash Point

-156°F (-104°C)

Safety Information

For additional Information, see MSDS.

The technical data and suggestions for use contained herein are correct to the best of our knowledge, and offered in good faith. The
statements of this literature do not constitute a warranty, express, or implied, as to the performance of these products. As conditions and use
of our materials are beyond our control, we can guarantee these products only to conform to our standards of quality, and our liability, if any,
will be limited to replacement of defective materials. All technical information is subject to change without notice.

Rust-Oleum Corporation
11 Hawthorn Parkway
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